HUMAN VALUES AND ETHICS CELL
NARAYANA ENGINEERING COLLEGE::NELLORE
Human Values and Ethics Cell aims to bridge the much necessary gap between
the prevalent human condition and the envisioning of a happy and prosperous world.
Through the introduction of this cell, an attempt is made to draw the attention of our
stakeholders towards the problems and challenges that are confronted by them at
individual, family, society and nature levels.
The modern day man is beset with many problems; the chief among them is the
feeling of alienation and roots. Questions about the meaning of life and one’s purpose in
this world remain unanswered for majority of the people. In the absence of correct
understanding of one’s aim, people face problems at the individual level, family level,
society and at the level of nature. Whichever level of existence we might concentrate on,
people are restless, unhappy, jealous and bogged down with alienation. This attitude is
carried forward when they have to interact with nature where they end up mercilessly and
mindlessly in exploiting the nature.
The purpose of education is to provide all encompassing solutions to the problems
faced by the people. The tragedy of the prevalent system is that our education is more
oriented towards creation of skill sets rather than transforming the students into rational,
responsible and ethical thinking human beings who can take policy decisions for the
welfare of masses without harming the coexistence with nature.
Apart from the regular course, hoped that the Human Values and Ethics Cell of the
Institution ensures that the students are made aware of the problems and their possible
solutions through self exploration. The Cell will ensure that the students internalize the fact
that they have to respond to situations instead of reacting to them. At the same time,
the Cell facilitates the students to identify their social responsibilities. Through the activities
of the Cell, an effort is made to rid the society from the ills prevalent. Further the Human
Values Cell will ascertain that the students realize that they have a lot of potential which
when realized will propel the society forward in a positive direction. As Per the JNTUA
regulations the institution offers a course on Human Values and Professional Ethics to
various programs as per the details given as follows.

Academic
Year

Year-Sem

Branch

2014-15

II.B.Tech-I-Sem

ME, ECE, EIE

2014-15

II.B.Tech-II-Sem

CSE

2015-16

III.B.Tech-I-Sem

EEE

2015-16

III SEM

MBA

2016-17

III.B.Tech-II-Sem

CE

2016-17

III SEM

MBA

2017-18

III.B.Tech-I-Sem

EEE, ECE, EIE,
CSE, ME, CE

Name of the Course
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (13A52301)
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (13A52301)
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (13A52301)
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (14E00321)
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (13A52301)
Human Values and Professional
Ethics (14E00321)
Social Values & Ethics(15A99501)

Objectives of the cell


To develop the faculties of the students so that they are capable of discriminating
between the values and insignificance in life.



Sharpening the critical and analytical faculties of the students.



To sharpen the sensitivity of the students towards nature.



To kindle the skills of the students to understand their responsibility towards family,
society and the entire existence.



To make the students aware that wealth is not everything in life, in every respect.



To aware the students regarding the correct understanding of happiness and
prosperity.



Develop Right Understanding by sharing the understanding of what to do.



To emphasize on Technical Education by teaching how to approach a particular
situation.



Practice Right manner of living during the period of education.



Living in harmony with human beings, leading to mutual happiness.



Living harmoniously with rest-of-the nature leading to mutual peace and
prosperity.



To develop universal values (Truth, Righteous conduct, Love, Non-Violence and
peace); national values, human values, national integration, communal harmony
and social cohesion.

The Human enrichment, Integrated Personality development and character
building could be effective, through non-formal way of seeking a positive change in the
value/temper of students and Teaching and non teaching staff. Such programs could be
organized during vacations or after the study/working hours. These programs could include
presentations and discussions on different themes like spiritual, moral, aesthetic, social,
cultural, environmental values, values of democracy, scientific temper, communication
skills, problems of youth, career choices, national integration, communal harmony and
social cohesion.etc.
Awareness and sensitization program could be in the form of lectures, workshops for
a day or two aimed at specific groups, like faculty members, students of a particular
discipline, academic administrators, non-teaching staff etc.
The process of developing into a modern nation, with new social, political and
economic institutions, and with an emphasis on science and technology, has thrown up
many new values/ challenges in all walks of our life. It is important that we closely examine
these challenges and prepare our youth to face these challenges and help them by
resolving these challenges.
Positive outcomes of the cell
The students will be able to develop holistic approach to and interaction with
society and nature. They will be able to fulfill their relationship with each and every unit
within the existence. The students will evolve as more responsible citizens of the society
through self introspection and by learning right understanding, giving priority to
relationships and not to wealth. The learners will realize the relevance of their existence at
four levels of living. Over a period of time, such value-based education can contribute to
the development of a human and humane society. This cell contributes, through Value
Education, to overall world view that is required for a humane society.
The Human Values and Ethics cell shall consist of the following members:

1

Professor Incharge

Coordinator of the cell

2

Faculty Incharges - Dept

Members of the cell

3

Students- one from each Dept

Members of the cell

Tenure / Duration of the committee:
-

one year

Frequency of the Meetings
-

Coordinator and Members (Faculty & Students) will meet once in three months
(Fourth Saturday) to review the progress / schedule the activities of the Cell and to
organize extraordinary meeting depending on exigencies, as when necessary, as per
the recommendation of the cell in consultation with the coordinator and the
Principal.
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CIRCULAR
This is to inform all that Human Values

&

Ethics Cell has been formed with the

following members.
Name of the Staff

S.No.
1

2
a

J

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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I2
13

t4
15

t6
T7

N Radha Krishna Murthv
R Venkateswarlu
B Tulasi
G V Nasa Mani
M Paul Vinod Kumar
P Kiran Kumar Reddv
SK Shahin Sulthana
D MadhuBabu
T V Subba Rao
K Karthikeswar Reddv

EEE

Role /
Responsibilitv
Coordinator
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Designation

Department

Professor

FED
ECE

Asst.
Asst.
Asst.
Asst.
Asst.
Asst.
Asst.
Asst.

Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

CSE

ME
EIE
CE

MBA
MCA

/177t1A0115)

Student

CE

Member

V Kundana Sri (1771141052)
K Pavithra ( 17 7 I 1 A0425)

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

EIE
ECE
.EEE

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

R Surendra (161 11A0256)
M Yaswanrh ( I7 7 I 1 A0328)
P V L Prasanthi (167 11A0578)
K Hanish Kumar (16711F0017)
M Mvthili (17711E0085)

ME
CSE

MCA
MBA

Cell members are further informed to conduct regular meetings with members of the
cell once in three months, discuss about activities, issues and submit the minutes of meeting to
the undersiened from time to time and tenure
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